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Abstract

Pathogens continue to emerge from increased contact with novel host species. Whilst these hosts can represent distinct

environments for pathogens, the impacts of host genetic background on how a pathogen evolves post-emergence are unclear.

In a novel interaction, we experimentally evolved a pathogen (Staphylococcus aureus) in populations of wild nematodes

(Caenorhabditis elegans) to test whether host genotype and genetic diversity affect pathogen evolution. After ten rounds of

selection, we found that pathogen virulence evolved to vary across host genotypes, with differences in host metal ion

acquisition detected as a possible driver of increased host exploitation. Diverse host populations selected for the highest

levels of pathogen virulence, but infectivity was constrained, unlike in host monocultures. We hypothesise that population

heterogeneity might pool together individuals that contribute disproportionately to the spread of infection or to enhanced

virulence. The genomes of evolved populations were sequenced, and it was revealed that pathogens selected in distantly-

related host genotypes diverged more than those in closely-related host genotypes. S. aureus nevertheless maintained a broad

host range. Our study provides unique empirical insight into the evolutionary dynamics that could occur in other novel

infections of wildlife and humans.

Introduction

Emerging infectious diseases have led to serious declines in

wildlife populations. Heavy population losses have been

documented in rabbits following the introduction of Myxoma

virus [1], amphibians from Chytrid fungus [2, 3], Tasmanian

devils from Devil Facial Tumour Disease [4] and brown bats

from Pseudogymnoascus destructans fungus [5]. Emergence

events can result from reservoir host spill-overs [6], jumps

between host species [1], the evolution of a new pathogen

trait that allows for exploitation of a new host [7] or by

invading a new environment [8, 9]. These novel interactions

can be initially harmful [10] or entirely avirulent [11] to

the host, and pathogen virulence and replication rates can

evolve [12].

Pathogen adaptation can play a role in emergence [13, 14].

Thus, the need to understand novel pathogen evolution in its

new host population is central to predicting and managing the

consequences. It has been shown that pathogen evolution can

be shaped by many factors in established host–pathogen

relationships, such as host genetic diversity [15], spatial

structure [16] and gene flow [17–22]. Of particular interest is

the role of host genotype and genetic diversity. Although

genetically homogeneous populations are generally rare in

the wild, many conservation efforts focus on declining, iso-

lated and island populations often with low genetic diversity

[4, 23]. There are also growing numbers of homogeneous

populations being managed for agriculture [24, 25]. Are these

populations hotbeds for increasingly damaging, emerging

infections?

Host genotype and diversity can affect pathogen evolution

in many ways. Individual host genotypes can vary in their

immune-based resistance to infection [26, 27] but also in

other aspects that might impact upon infection success, such

as pathogen avoidance [28, 29] and starvation responses [30].
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Specialisation, or a narrow variance in infectiousness across

different hosts [31], can evolve when pathogens infect

homogeneous host populations of single genotypes [21, 32].

An explanation is that pathogen populations acquire muta-

tions that are neutral [21] or beneficial [33] in the focal host

environment but costly in others. The ability for pathogens to

specialise suggests that host genotypes can represent distinct

selective environments. At the population level, high host

genetic diversity can increase the odds of pathogens

encountering resistant genotypes. This outcome has been

shown to limit disease spread [23, 34–39], virulence evolu-

tion [20], evolutionary rates [40] and also impede parasite

adaptation [41] resulting in host range expansion [21, 22, 42]

in established interactions.

It is commonly assumed that genetically diverse host

populations contain individuals that have protective

immunity [36] (also in some theoretical models predicting

pathogen emergence [39]). However, when pathogens are

newly-introduced, most individuals could be susceptible

[1, 4]. Resistance may not spread until well after emer-

gence when some pathogen evolution will have already

taken place [12]. Yates et al. [14] found that if pathogen

adaptation takes place during emergence, diverse host

populations can have a small positive effect given they can

contain individuals contributing greatly to transmission

(i.e. super-spreaders). It thus remains unclear whether

host genetic diversity has an impact on novel pathogen

evolution early on in the association when most hosts are

susceptible.

In this study, we investigated whether host genotype

and population-level genetic diversity drive evolutionary

changes in the virulence, infectivity and host range of

a newly-introduced pathogen. We passaged pathogenic

Staphylococcus aureus between populations of a novel host

species—the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans—which

varied in genotype (24 natural isolates in monoculture) and

diversity (polyculture of all 24 isolates). The nematode

hosts used were randomly selected across a wild isolate

C. elegans phylogeny [43] to represent a diverse spectrum

of genetic backgrounds (Table S1). C. elegans are likely

exposed to Staphylococcus spp. in natural environments,

such as compost [44] and on button mushrooms [45] where

these nematodes are vectors of bacteria causing blotch

disease [46]. However, S. aureus per se has not been found

to date to be a natural, established pathogen of C. elegans.

Pathogenic S. aureus strains are known to jump regularly

between host species, including a range of domestic ani-

mals, wild hosts, such as rodents, non-human primates and

bats [47–49]. After a period of evolution, we compared the

trajectories of each evolved population across sympatric

host genotypes, as well as between host monocultures and

polycultures. We measured changes in pathogen-induced

host mortality and infection load as these traits relate to

S. aureus virulence and infectivity [50, 51], respectively.

We additionally compared the evolutionary trajectory of

host range across treatments by evaluating these traits of

evolved populations on a novel host genotype. Our main

predictions were that (a) pathogens selected in a host gen-

otype would increase their virulence and infectivity on that

genotype, (b) pathogens selected in diverse host poly-

cultures would be more constrained in their evolution of

virulence and infectivity and (c) pathogens selected in

a host genotype would specialise and show reduced viru-

lence/infectivity on novel hosts. The molecular basis of

the adaptive process, and its relationship to host genetic

distance, were also explored.

Materials and methods

Nematode hosts and maintenance

Twenty-three Caenorhabditis elegans wild genotypes were

randomly selected across the phylogenetic tree presented in

Andersen et al. [43] (Table S1). The lab-adapted N2 gen-

otype was added to the collection. Nematode populations

were kept evolutionarily static throughout experiments.

Stock populations of all nematode genotypes were main-

tained at 20 °C on nematode growth medium (NGM) plates

seeded with their food, 600 μL Escherichia coli OP50 in

Luria-Bertani Broth.

To synchronise the life stages of all 24 nematode

genotypes, populations were treated with a 1:1 solution of

NaClO and 5M sodium hydroxide. This solution kills

bacterial cells and nematodes, leaving only unhatched eggs.

Eggs were subsequently incubated at 20 °C on a shaking

platform overnight and then plated out onto E. coli seeded

NGM plates. Once synchronised, L4 stage nematodes were

washed off using 2 mL M9 buffer supplemented with 10%

Triton X-100, and added on the top of 1000 μL filter-tips

placed within Eppendorf tubes. Nematodes were then

washed three times using 500 μL M9 and centrifuged for

1 min at 755 × g to remove any bacteria lining the nematode

cuticle.

Bacterial strain and stock preparation

Nematode populations were exposed to Staphylococcus

aureus MSSA476 (GenBank: BX571857.1), a human

pathogen isolate, sourced from the University of Liverpool

[52]. Bacterial infection in the nematode gut occurs upon

ingestion. This pathogen lyses the cells lining the nematode

gut wall [29] and ultimately causes host mortality [53].

A randomly-selected colony was inoculated into 20 mL

Tryptone Soy broth (TSB) and grown for 24 h with shaking

at 220 rpm at 30 °C. This single ancestral stock population
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was used for all experiments and frozen in a 1:1 ratio of

sample to 60% glycerol at −80 °C.

Evolution experiment

We passaged pathogens across ten host generations through

(i) 24 biological replicates of monoculture nematode host

populations (each replicate was comprised of a different

host genotype), and (ii) six polyculture replicate host

populations of all 24 genotypes combined. We also had six

no-host control replicates of pathogen passaging to account

for genomic changes that occurred outside the host.

The passage experiment was performed in 24-well plates

containing 500 μL 1.1% viscous media [54] and 100 μL of

concentrated S. aureus inoculum per well to mitigate

pathogen avoidance [55], digging [56] and aggregating

[57, 58] nematode behaviours, and therefore to ensure equal

pathogen exposure. The viscous media solution consisted of

TSB media supplemented with 2.3 g HPMC cellulose

(Hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose, Sigma-Aldrich). Popula-

tions of ~500 L4s in each exposure well were incubated at

25 °C for 24 h. All animals, alive and dead, were removed

from the culture 24 h after pathogen exposure for pathogen

extraction and passage. The nematodes were placed onto

1000 μL filters within 1.5 mL tubes and centrifuged at

2656 × g for 2 min. The supernatant was removed, and

nematodes were re-suspended in 500 μL M9 and further

centrifuged at 755 × g for 2 min. This washing process was

repeated three times. To harvest pathogens to passage,

0.7 mm Zirconia beads (BioSpec products) were added to a

resuspension of 10% nematode population sample with

100 μL M9, and placed in a mini beadbeater (BeadBug,

Microtube homogeniser) at 320 rpm for 45 s. The crushed

solution was plated onto Mannitol Salt Agar (MSA) to

select S. aureus, and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C.

Approximately 100 colonies per replicate were picked and

grown in 5 mL TSB overnight, shaking at 220 rpm at 30 °C.

This pathogen has been shown previously to adapt to

treatment conditions using this approach [50, 59]. Host

populations were then exposed using these cultures in the

next passage (see Supplementary Fig. 1).

Host killing and infection load

We examined the effects of host genotype and genetic

diversity on pathogen-induced host mortality and infection

load, at the point of introduction and after pathogen evo-

lution. For both ancestral and evolved pathogen popula-

tions, we compared these two traits across host genotypes

in monoculture, and between host monocultures and poly-

cultures. A limitation of our assays is our inability to

account for pathogen phenotypic adaptation to laboratory

protocols specifically.

Approximately 200 nematodes per replicate population

were incubated at 25 °C for 24 h in 250 μL viscous media

supplemented with 50 μL pathogen. Nematodes were con-

sidered dead when they did not respond to the touch of a

platinum wire [60]. Host mortality remained at ~1–4%

across all treatments in our experimental set-up. Because no

death was observed in the food control, we considered

S. aureus to be a harmful infectious agent to C.elegans, as

found previously on other media types [51].

To measure infection load, we randomly picked and

washed in three 10 μL droplets of M9, and crushed ten

nematodes per replicate. Pathogen load was estimated by

counting colony forming units (cfu) of 100-fold diluted

S. aureus grown overnight at 37 °C on MSA plates. These

assays were repeated five times.

We tested whether pathogens evolved to specialise on

their sympatric host population. A random selection of

pathogen populations selected within five single-host gen-

otypes and five polyculture replicates were exposed to their

sympatric host population and a population comprised of

the novel genotype, CB4857. Exposures were performed in

the same manner as above, with three technical replicates.

Infection loads were estimated from five worms per repli-

cate. Degree of pathogen specialisation was calculated by

subtracting pathogen performance (pathogen-induced host

mortality, infection load) in the novel host from the that in

the sympatric host population [41, 61].

Bacterial genome extraction and analysis

Forty clones per replicate population from the ancestor and

passage 10 were grown separately overnight in 200 μL TSB

at 30 °C at 150 rpm. Clones were pooled together per

replicate into 1.2 mL cultures, and DNA was extracted

following the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen) pro-

tocol. DNA purification then followed the DNeasy Blood

and Tissue spin-column protocol (Qiagen). Purity and

quality of extracted DNA was assessed using the Nanodrop

ND-100 and Qubit Fluorometer. DNA was normalised to a

concentration of around 50 ng/μL in 10 mM Tris-Cl and

sent to the Oxford Genomics Centre at the Wellcome Centre

for Human Genetics where paired-end libraries were pre-

pared and sequenced as 150 bp run on an HiSeq4000

(Illumina).

Fastq read files were checked for quality and trimmed

using fastp 0.19.6 using default options. Reads were then

aligned to the S. aureus MSSA476 reference genome

sequence (NCBI accession number, GCF_000011525.1)

using the bwa 0.7.17 ‘mem’ algorithm [62] and the option

‘-M’ to ensure single best alignment. Samtools version 1.9

was then used to filter out PCR duplicates and to remove

singletons. The Genome Analysis Toolkit v.4.0.11.0

(GATK) Haplotype caller module was used to detect variants

2148 A. K. E. Ekroth et al.



with the options ‘--sample-ploidy 40 --heterozygosity 0.0001

--indel-heterozygosity 0.00001’ as previously described [50].

With this ploidy level, we had an average coverage of

322.85x ± 39.78, allowing for a 2.5% SNP frequency in a

single clone. Variants were then hard-filtered using standard

practices as described before [50]. All variants present in

the evolved S. aureus lines that were also present in the

sequenced ancestral strain and the no-host control were

removed before further analyses. Evolutionary distances

between S. aureus population and time points were deter-

mined by calculating the Euclidian distances between variant

frequencies.

To account for the impact of host genetic distance on

pathogen evolution in our experiments, we determined the

genetic diversity between host monocultures. We first

downloaded the hard-filtered variants of C. elegans from

the ‘Caenorhabditis elegans Natural Diversity Resource’

(https://www.elegansvariation.org/) and extracted all

fixed variants (AF= 1) associated with any of the 24

monocultures.

Statistical analysis

All data analysis was carried out in R v 3.6.0. Parametric tests

were used in cases where the data met the required assump-

tions, otherwise equivalent non-parametric tests were used.

Assumptions of normality of data were confirmed with Sha-

piro tests, and equality of variances with F-tests (or Levene’s

test in cases of comparisons among >2 groups). Data point

outliers were confirmed using the Dixon test and removed

where appropriate. Multiple comparisons of infection load

and host mortality data were corrected for using the FDR

method for generating p values.

We assessed evolutionary changes in pathogen populations

selected in host genotypes by using Binomial General Linear

Models and one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to

examine variation in host mortality and infection load,

respectively, across host genotypes. We used Kendall’s rank

correlation to account for tied pairs when making multiple

correlations between non-parametric infection load and host

mortality data between ancestral and evolved pathogen

populations. We performed Spearman’s rank correlations

to determine if infection load and pathogen-induced host

mortality were associated across host genotypes for evolved

S. aureus.

We used Split-plot ANOVAs to compare host mortality

and infection load between host monoculture to polyculture

treatments. This approach accounted for within-treatment

replicate variation and time-point (ancestral vs. evolved

pathogen) of our pairwise genetic comparison data. We

conversely used a two-sample t test to compare ancestral to

evolved pathogen infection loads in host polycultures as

these data met the assumption of equal variances.

To determine if S. aureus evolved to host specialism over

time, we compared the degree of host range (calculated by

subtracting pathogen traits in novel from sympatric host

associations) to 0 using Wilcoxon-rank sum tests on non-

normal data and one sample t tests on normally distributed

data. We compared the host range between pathogen

populations selected within monocultures and polycultures

using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests.

Results

Infection at point of pathogen introduction

Previous studies have found that wild C. elegans genotypes

differed in susceptibility to infections of Bacillus thrur-

ingiensis [27] and Serratia marcescens [20, 63] implying a

shared coevolutionary history or significant standing genetic

variation for resistance [64]. Although C. elegans may

encounter Staphylococcus spp. on the microbiota of vege-

tation [45], human-acquired S. aureus is unlikely to natu-

rally co-occur in the same environment. This likely novelty

of the interaction may explain the lack of significant host

genetic variation in resistance, as measured by pathogen-

induced host mortality (Fig. 1, Table 1) and infection load

(Fig. S2, Table 1) across 24 host genotypes at the beginning

of the experiment. This pattern held when accounting for

the genetic distance between host genotypes (p > 0.05). It is

possible there is host genetic variation for other aspects of

fitness during S. aureus infection (e.g. host offspring

number, population growth) not measured herein. Infection

load was also not associated with pathogen virulence across

host genotypes (Kendall’s rank correlation, z= 0.036,

tau= 0.002, p= 0.97).

Extent of pathogen evolution within host genotypes

After 10 bouts of selection, we found that pathogen viru-

lence and infection load evolved differently across host

genotypes. When evolved pathogens were tested on their

sympatric host genotypes and compared, pathogen-induced

host mortality was significantly variable across all host

backgrounds (Fig. 1, Table 1). To understand how host

genotypes could select for different virulence levels, we

conducted a GO-term analysis (Supplementary Methods)

comparing the putative functions of genes that differ in

sequence between host genotypes. We found that in 8 out of

10 pairwise comparisons (Table S2), host genotypes that

favoured divergent levels of pathogen virulence differed in

functions relating to metal ion binding. Only 3 of 10

comparisons of host genotypes with pathogens causing

comparable levels of virulence (Table S2) showed evidence

of differences in metal ion binding. The function of metal

Host genotype and genetic diversity shape the evolution of a novel bacterial infection 2149
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binding is an important host factor in infectious disease

outcomes as changes in host sequestering of metal binding

proteins (such as zinc, sodium and magnesium,) could

affect bacterial uptake of nutrients essential for bacterial

growth [65, 66] and influence disease severity.

In contrast, infection load did not evolve to vary sig-

nificantly across host genotypes (Tables 1, S2) even taking

into account host genetic distance (p > 0.05). Infection loads

in ancestral and sympatric host genotypes were positively

associated (Fig. 2A; Kendall’s rank correlation, z= 8.49,

tau= 0.53, p < 0.001) revealing an escalation of infectivity

within sympatric host genotypes.

We compared the evolutionary trajectories of both

pathogen traits to determine if similar selective forces were

acting on them throughout the experiment. No correlation

emerged between infection load and pathogen-induced host

mortality within sympatric host genotypes after pathogen

evolution (Spearman’s rank correlation, s= 269590, rho=

0.015, p= 0.87), suggesting that these traits evolved

independently.

We examined whether the patterns of pathogen mole-

cular evolution reflected genetic similarities among the 24

host genotypes in monoculture. We calculated pairwise

genetic distances between all 24 evolved S. aureus mono-

culture populations using SNP differences (see Methods).

We then mapped the pathogen genetic distances against

those of the corresponding nematode genotypes. We found

that host and pathogen genetic distances were positively

correlated after ten passages (Fig. 2B; Mantel test, r= 0.41,

Fig. 1 Phylogeny of the 24 C. elegans wild genotypes used in the

experiment mapped against the virulent impacts of ancestral and

their sympatric, evolved pathogen populations (measured by mean

% host mortality caused by infection ± SE). Host mortality for each

host isolate was measured across five replicates. The tree is rooted by

the most genetically disparate host isolate (QX1121), see Andersen

et al. [43] for full description.

Table 1 Extent of variation in pathogen killing ability across host

genotypes upon introduction and after experimental evolution.

d.f. Test statistic p

Host mortality

Ancestor 23 X2
= 28.738 0.19

Evolved 23 X2
= 39.875 0.016

Infection load

Ancestor 23 F= 0.38 0.99

Evolved 23 F= 0.56 0.94

Statistically significant p-values are in bold.
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p= 0.035). We conclude that significant genetic differ-

entiation has been generated among pathogens replicating

in different host genotypes, and that closely-related host

genotypes might represent similar selective environments to

pathogens.

Limited infection load and higher virulence in
diverse host populations

We compared within-host infection loads in monoculture

and polyculture host populations. We found that infection

loads of ancestral (Fig. 3A, Table 2) pathogens were both

higher in host polycultures compared to in host mono-

cultures. Infection load increased linearly between the

ancestral pathogen and the evolved pathogen in sympatric

host genotypes in monoculture, but evolved loads were the

same as ancestral loads in polycultures (Fig. 3A, Table 2).

This finding suggests that, unlike in monocultures, the

pathogen could not increase its infectivity in highly diverse

populations.

Pathogen virulence increased linearly over time in both

host monocultures and polyculture populations. We found

that ancestral pathogens killed the same proportions of hosts

in monocultures and polycultures, but pathogens became

more harmful to both population types over evolutionary

time (Fig. 3B, Table 2). Peak pathogen virulence was

greater after evolution in host polycultures where S. aureus

killed a greater proportion of host overall (Fig. 3B, Table 2).

We attempted to evaluate the molecular basis for the

differences in the evolution of pathogen traits between host

monocultures and polycultures. After identifying SNPs, we

grouped the putative functions of the corresponding genes

in relation to virulence, metabolism, and adherence (Sup-

plementary Methods, Table S3). We examined the degree to

which these functions were under selection by comparing

within-population SNP frequencies between evolving

pathogens in monocultures and polycultures. We found that

SNPs in genes with putative functions related to side-

rophore activity increased in frequency in monocultures

(Fig. S3). These molecules are considered a public good

that facilitate more iron extraction from hosts and increased

pathogen growth [67, 68], and are positively associated with

host killing in nematodes [67]. Although we observed an

increase in in vitro siderophore production by all evolved

pathogens compared to the ancestor, these changes were not

significant between host treatments (Fig. S4) and not related

to host mortality in monocultures or polycultures (Fig. S4).

Other aspects of siderophore activity in vivo may have been

altered, but not captured by our in vitro measure.

To determine whether the pathogen populations selected

within host monocultures and polycultures evolved at dif-

ferent rates, we measured the genetic distance of evolved

pathogen populations from the ancestor in both treatments.

We found genomic divergence in both sets of pathogen

populations, but host monocultures and polycultures drove

the same rates of pathogen evolution on average (Fig. S5).

Maintenance of broad host range in evolved
pathogens

We assessed whether pathogen populations selected in host

genotypes in monoculture evolved a narrower host range

Fig. 2 Pathogen evolution across host genotypes. A Correlation

between within-host infection load of ancestral and evolved S. aureus

in monoculture. B Correlation between pairwise genetic distance of

host genotypes and evolved sympatric pathogens. Genetic distance

was measured by calculating the Euclidean distances between variant

frequencies of each host genotype or pathogen population.
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than those selected in host polycultures. For pathogen

populations selected in host genotypes, we compared the

pathogen-induced host mortality and infection load on their

sympatric and a novel host genotype. We did not find any

loss or gain of virulence or infectivity (Fig. 4A, B, Table 3).

We further examined whether genetic distance between

sympatric and novel host genotypes was a factor in patho-

gen performance. There was a trend, albeit insignificant,

towards a negative association between host genetic dis-

tance and infection load (Fig. 4C; Pearson’s product

moment correlation, r=−0.49, d.f.= 13, p= 0.06), but no

relationship with host mortality (Fig. 4D; Pearson’s product

moment correlation, r=−0.10, d.f.= 13, p= 0.72). These

results demonstrate that these pathogens do not constrict

their host range during evolution within a host genotype in

monoculture. We also found that pathogens evolved in host

polycultures similarly maintained their generalist host range

and were able to equally kill and colonise the novel host

genotype (Fig. 4A, B, Table 3). Maintenance of the broad

host range seems to be a conserved outcome of pathogen

evolution in this study regardless of the host genotype or

level of population genetic diversity.

Discussion

The dynamics and outcomes of pathogen evolution are

understudied in most emerging disease systems [69]. Here,

we directly tested the selective impact of host genotype and

genetic diversity on pathogen virulence and infectivity by

tracking their evolution in a novel nematode-bacteria

interaction. Throughout the experiment, we found that

virulence and infectivity predominately increased, but

evolved independently across the range of host genetic

backgrounds. More specifically, host killing ability and

infection load were not significantly associated at the point

of emergence, after evolution, or within host genotypes or

diverse host populations. Contrasting evolutionary trajec-

tories between pathogen traits have been found after the

initial spread of infection in wild, emerging disease systems

[12] and weak associations between traits are recorded in

human infectious diseases [70]. This larger pattern across

the study suggests that different sources or strengths of

selection acted on pathogen populations infecting host

genotypes and diverse pools of nematodes.

We found that higher pathogen virulence evolved, on

average, in both single-host genotype monocultures and

diverse host polycultures. Our selection regime, whereby

pathogens were passaged in a series of naïve hosts still

living at the time of pathogen extraction, can account for

some of the increase. In many serial passage experiments,

the costs of virulence and rapid replication are removed

favouring a rise in host harm [71, 72]. However, significant

Fig. 3 Pathogen evolution and host genetic diversity. Changes in (A)

infection load (cfu/host) and (B) pathogen-induced mortality in host

monocultures (red) and polycultures (blue). Monocultures consisted of

24 biological replicates of different host genotypes and polycultures of

six replicates of pools of all 24 genotypes. Five technical replicates for

all assays. Asterisks show significant comparisons (p < 0.05).

Table 2 Host population type as a predictor of variation in pathogen

traits upon introduction and after experimental evolution.

d.f. Test statistic p

Host mortality

Monocultureanc vs. monocultureevo W= 5508 0.006

Polycultureanc vs. polycultureevo W= 278 0.02

Monocultureanc vs. polycultureanc 27 F= 0.67 0.41

Monocultureevo vs. polycultureevo 27 F= 21.99 <0.001

Infection load

Monocultureanc vs. monocultureevo W= 4662 <0.001

Polycultureanc vs. polycultureevo 58 t=−1.91 0.062

Monocultureanc vs. polycultureanc 27 F= 26.83 <0.001

Monocultureevo vs. polycultureevo 27 F= 17.59 <0.001

Statistically significant p-values are in bold.
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variation in virulence arose among host genotypes in

monoculture. Host metal ion binding was a common dis-

tinction in the gene functions of host genotypes that selected

for disparate levels of pathogen virulence. Otherwise known

as ‘nutritional immunity’ [66], hosts can retain metal ions as

a strategy for preventing infection. Whilst this might ham-

per bacterial growth [66, 73], fewer metals in the host

environment might impose selection on pathogens to

increase host metal exploitation and virulence. We did not

find higher siderophore production (iron-scavenging mole-

cules) in vitro in the more virulent pathogen populations,

but S. aureus can extract host metals, including iron, via

other molecular mechanisms [74, 75]. Metal ion binding is

essential to staphylococci as a component of numerous

biochemical processes, including energy production, DNA

synthesis, and defence against oxidative stress [66]. It is

also important in the regulation of virulence factors,

whereby staphylococcal cells that successfully sequester

metal ions from a host exhibit greater pathogenicity [66].

The evolution of higher virulence within genetically

diverse host populations, beyond that observed in host

monocultures, is contrary to previous findings that host

heterogeneity reduces pathogen virulence [20]. We hypo-

thesise that pooling 24 host genotypes concentrated hosts

Fig. 4 Maintenance of broad host range in evolved pathogens.

Measurements of pathogen performance in host population genetic

backgrounds were taken for (A) pathogen infection load (cfu/host)

and (B) host mortality (% proportion of dead in population) in five

replicate populations of monoculture-evolved (Red) and polyculture-

evolved (Blue) S. aureus. (C) Infection load and (D) pathogen-

induced host mortality were not a function of genetic distance

between sympatric and novel host genotypes. Host genetic distances

were calculated by measuring the Euclidean distances between iso-

lates. Degree of specialism was measured by subtracting the infection

metrics in novel (CB4857) hosts from those in sympatric hosts

(Kawecki and Ebert [61], Morley et al. [41]), where by 0 (dotted line)

shows no difference and a broad host range. The novel host genotype

was used for both monoculture and polyculture comparisons.

Points show mean ± SE of five technical replicates for (A, B) and

three for (C, D).
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able to retain/give up metals—and selected for higher

virulence—and/or hosts better able to transmit pathogens.

This latter scenario of super-spreading, suggested by Yates

et al. [14] as a potential consequence of host population

diversity, could allow for more local transmission within

each passage in viscous media. Theory predicts that the

virulence of emerging pathogens is predicted to be larger

when transmission is high as the pathogen can spread more

easily amongst susceptible hosts [76]. This positive rela-

tionship between transmission and virulence has been

shown to favour increased virulence in novel infections in

nature [77].

Several studies have shown that host population diversity

can limit parasite success [34, 78, 79], even that of emer-

ging pathogens [34, 80, 81], whilst host homogeneity

should confer susceptibility. Although this prediction was

not realised in the patterns of virulence evolution in this

study, we found that pathogen evolution in host mono-

cultures yielded higher infection loads. There was an overall

escalation of infectivity within sympatric host genotypes.

We conversely found that infection load did not evolve to

increase within genetically diverse host populations.

Despite the limitation on evolution, the infection loads in

these populations were initially higher, on average, than

those in host monocultures. This outcome may possibly

result from the ecological consequences of population

diversity. If resource competition increases with the relat-

edness in host populations, as predicted by the niche par-

titioning theory [82], C. elegans stress pathways could be

up-regulated and strengthen their defence mechanisms [83]

in monocultures compared to diverse populations. Alter-

natively, as stated earlier, we also hypothesise that diverse

populations might have experienced more within-culture

pathogen transmission. Whether this increased transmission

might facilitate increased infectivity and virulence by this

pathogen remains to be tested. Aspects of population var-

iation beyond immune-based resistance could be vital to

pathogen colonisation.

We observed that pathogen populations diverged at the

genomic level, and more so following selection in distantly-

related host genotypes. This result suggests that host genetic

distance corresponds with a difference in selection envir-

onments, an assumption sometimes made in predicting the

success of host species jumps [84, 85]. In the context of

host species jumps [84], host phylogenetic relatedness can

determine infection success upon a host switch [84]—as

with primate lentivirus [86], rabies virus [87] and Droso-

phila RNA viruses [85]—although closely-related species

may both be susceptible despite the distance due to the loss

or gain of immune functions associated with the pathogen

[84, 88]. Despite genomic divergence, pathogen popula-

tions selected in monocultures of host genotypes did not

evolve a contracted host range compared to those in diverse

host polycultures. Perhaps the nematode genotypes used

were not sufficiently different to favour specialisation, and

resistance must spread before specialisation can occur. Or

the experimental period was not long enough. However, it

has been predicted that a narrower host range should arise in

pathogens infecting homogeneous host populations due to

faster fixing of beneficial alleles, with slower evolution

occurring in diverse host populations [40]. We found that

the host population types drove the same speed of pathogen

genomic evolution and SNPs remained at relatively low

frequencies in all pathogen populations. Moreover, Gibson

et al. [21] previously found that after 20 nematode host

generations and the existence of substantial genetic varia-

tion in host resistance, the established pathogen Serratia

marcescens did not consistently evolve specialism. The

maintenance of a broad host genotype range in our study

reflects the generalist strategies of other emerging infec-

tions [24, 89, 90]. Generalist pathogens are more likely to

emerge than specialist pathogens [31, 91]. Through high

mutation rates, generalist pathogens can produce diverse

genetic variants [91, 92] helping them avoid host immune

responses and limiting specialised host resistance. Not

evolving to specialise on a host genotype can also be

explained by the natural history of S. aureus, a prevalent

host-shifter [93, 94]. This bacterium has a large host range

[47, 95–98] and has emerged in domesticated bovine [95],

poultry [99], and rabbits [97], as well as invertebrate

species, including C. elegans [29, 100].

This study reveals that any changes in pathogen traits

and genomes following introduction can be variable across

host genotypes and levels of population genetic diversity.

As anthropogenic alterations to habitats and geographic

ranges increase opportunities for contact between novel

pathogens and naive hosts, we should expect more infec-

tious disease emergence [37]. Increased knowledge on the

evolution of novel infectious disease can provide insight

on managing the harm caused by pathogens in human

medicine, wildlife conservation and agriculture—and on

Table 3 Pathogen selection treatment as a predictor of specificity of

host adaptation. Pathogen traits were compared between evolved

pathogen populations in their sympatric and novel host (CB4857)

populations.

d.f. Test statistic p

Host mortality

Monocultures 14 t= 1.55 0.14

Polycultures V= 67 0.14

Monocultures vs. polycultures W= 111 0.97

Infection load

Monocultures V= 52 0.68

Polycultures V= 85.5 0.16

Monocultures vs. polycultures W= 141 0.25
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mitigating their spread [101]. Our results suggest that host

differences in metal-sequestration, as well as the ecological

implications of host population diversity, warrant further

consideration as drivers of infection outcomes over evolu-

tionary time in recent wildlife and human pathogens.

Data availability

Raw read data for the bacterial genomic sequences are

available on the NCBI website under accession number

PRJNA685531. The experimental data can be accessed on the

Dryad repository (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.w0vt4b8q4).
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